April 23, 2021
“Right now I’m having amnesia and déjà vu at the
same time. I think I’ve forgotten this before.”
– Steven Wright
Dear Client,
The reflation trade continued in earnest during the first quarter of 2021. Commodities were up
another 13.3% from January to March, following a 14.7% move in the fourth quarter of 2020.
Equity markets were also strong, though not to the same extent as commodities and equities’
growth slowed from the rapid pace of 2020’s fourth quarter. The S&P 500 was up 6.4% and the
MSCI All-Country World Index was up 4.9%. “Risk-off” asset classes suffered significant losses
during the quarter. Gold was down 12.7%. Long-dated US Treasury bonds were down 13.9%. 1
Grey Owl’s All-Weather strategy was up 6.9% for the quarter, keeping pace with the broad US
equity index and outperforming a global 60/40 benchmark up 1.6%.2 An encouraging start to
the year.
Growth and Inflation
Markets are assertively forecasting the end of the Coronavirus pandemic and the associated
government actions that stifled economic activity. Daily new Coronavirus case counts in the US
have plummeted from their early January highs. 3

We refer to US equities, long-dated US Treasury bonds, gold, and commodities as “primary” asset classes
borrowing the language of HCWE & Company. The idea is that these four assets best capture two variables that
explain a significant amount of asset price movement: global growth (explained by investor risk sentiment) and
inflation. This framework is the basis for a permanent portfolio, an “all-weather” portfolio, risk-parity, etc. US
equities and commodities are “risk” assets, while US Treasury bonds and gold are “haven” assets. The market (or
asset class) returns are measured on a total return basis using index exchange traded funds (ETFs): SPY for the S&P
500, ACWI for the MSCI All-Country World Index, GSG for the S&P GSCI Commodity Index, TLT for 20+ Year
Treasury Bond index (i.e. “long-dated” US Treasury bonds), and GLD for gold.
2
The Grey Owl All-Weather strategy performance is taken from an individual representative account. The 60/40
benchmark is 60% ACWI and 40% AGG for the iShares Core U.S. Aggregate Bond ETF.
3
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/us/coronavirus-us-cases.html
1
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As such, the Dallas Federal Reserve Bank’s Mobility and Engagement Index for the whole US
shows March 2021 activity at the highest level since “lockdowns” were first implemented just
over one year ago.4

4

https://www.dallasfed.org/research/mei.aspx
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With that backdrop (not to mention a massive digitization effort by businesses both large and
small during the past twelve months AND significant government payments to both business
and consumers), retail sales are surging.5

As economic conditions become more favorable, market volatility continues to “norm-revert”
to the mid-teens level where it historically spends most of its time.6

As strong as the trends have been, with very easy year-over-year comparisons continuing
through at least May, second quarter data will likely come in even stronger. Bloomberg
5
6

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/RSXFS
www.tradingview.com
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consensus estimates for second quarter GDP growth is a staggering 11.5%. For headline
consumer price inflation, the estimates are 2.9%. With that backdrop, risk assets (equities and
commodities) have a clear path to higher price levels.
Resiliency (and Favorable Tail Winds)
In addition to the reflation and recovery trade, many companies are benefiting from favorable
structural setups that enabled them to thrive during the past year. Jefferies Financial Group Inc.
(JEF) is a long-term Grey Owl holding. To outsiders, it appears to be a complicated combination
of a trading-centered investment bank with a diverse collection of operating businesses (a
legacy of the 2013 merger with Leucadia National Corporation). In reality, the company is
slowly revealing itself to be a top-tier investment bank with a significant amount of growth
coming from the most lucrative advisory banking segment.
The numbers speak for themselves. Despite the Coronavirus pandemic, Jefferies grew revenue
30% in 2020 compared to 2019! Further, in the first quarter of 2021, Jefferies revenue was up
an absolutely staggering 79% over the first quarter of 2020. The momentum continues.
To be fair, we note that the economic environment is quite favorable for all financial services.
Broadly financial firms are performing well and their stock prices are rising. Interest rates drive
financial firms’ profitability and interest rates are the inverse of the poorly performing longdated bonds mentioned at the front of this letter. The chart below (also from TradingView)
shows that bond yields, the financial index (XLF), and Jefferies have all thrived in unison since
rates bottomed in May of 2020.
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Jefferies is but one of many examples of companies that flourished during the pandemic, but
worth highlighting as it is one particularly relevant to Grey Owl and our clients.

Positioned for Continued Growth
Our All-Weather portfolio remains tilted toward cyclical investments that should continue to
thrive as growth and inflation measures maintain their acceleration. We have sector exposure
to cyclicals via energy (XLE), basic material (XLB), industrial (XLI), and commodity (PDBC) index
funds. We also own a series of individual securities that are particularly leveraged to economic
reopening: Boyd Gaming (BYD), Carnival Cruise Lines (CCL), Designer Brands (DBI), Dufry duty
free stores (DUFRY), and Spirit Airlines (SAVE).
We currently hold no gold or long-dated Treasury positions as portfolio ballasts but have
maintained an “all-weather” structure by incorporating inflation-linked bond and bondstructures via iShares TIPS Bond ETF (TIP) and Quadratic Interest Rate Volatility and Inflation
Hedge ETF (IVOL). Likewise, the Hussman Strategic Growth Fund (HSGFX) provides a “hedged”
exposure to equity markets and should outperform during periods of “risk-off.”

Déjà vu All Over Again
The easiest thing to do right now is to look at a long-term chart of any valuation metric and
argue “the market” is overvalued. Many pundits also point to price charts from the last month
(from about mid-March to mid-April) and say the reflation/reopening trade is done: energy is
down a bit, bond yields have flattened out, etc. Further, it would be equally easy to say that
none of this makes sense as it is purely a creation of government fiscal largesse and easy money
from central banks. But that common refrain predated Covid. All of this MAY be true, BUT big
moves need to be consolidated and a month of sideways price action alone does not mean the
reflation and reopening trade is over. Markets rarely work like that. It is not unusual for
investors to get nervous as weak hands are shaken out before a trend persists. Or, the trend
does not persist, more evidence develops (both economic and market internals), and we adjust.
The sense is really déjà vu. Feeling like you have been here before is ok, but don’t suffer from
amnesia too. Remember that markets rarely suffer significant setbacks during periods of
accelerating growth and inflation. A balanced approach is fine (in fact that is what we both
advocate and implement), but despite the sense of frothiness, caution may well be warranted,
but excessive conservatism could likely prove too costly here.
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*****

As always, if you have any thoughts regarding the above ideas or your specific portfolio that
you would like to discuss, please feel free to call us at 1-888-GREY-OWL.
Sincerely,

Grey Owl Capital Management
Grey Owl Capital Management, LLC

This newsletter contains general information that is not suitable for everyone. The information contained herein should not be
construed as personalized investment advice. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. There is no guarantee that
the views and opinions expressed in this newsletter will come to pass. Investing in the stock market involves the potential for
gains and the risk of losses and may not be suitable for all investors. Information presented herein is subject to change without
notice and should not be considered as a solicitation to buy or sell any security. Any information prepared by any unaffiliated
third party, whether linked to this newsletter or incorporated herein, is included for informational purposes only, and no
representation is made as to the accuracy, timeliness, suitability, completeness, or relevance of that information.
The stocks we elect to highlight each quarter will not always be the highest performing stocks in the portfolio, but rather will
have had some reported news or event of significance or are either new purchases or significant holdings (relative to position
size) for which we choose to discuss our investment tactics. They do not necessarily represent all of the securities purchased,
sold or recommended by the adviser, and the reader should not assume that investments in the securities identified and
discussed were or will be profitable. A complete list of recommendations by Grey Owl Capital Management, LLC may be
obtained by contacting the adviser at 1-888-473-9695.
Grey Owl Capital Management, LLC (“Grey Owl”) is a Virginia registered investment adviser with its principal place of business
in the Commonwealth of Virginia. Grey Owl and its representatives are in compliance with the current notice filing
requirements imposed upon registered investment advisers by those states in which Grey Owl maintains clients. Grey Owl may
only transact business in those states in which it is notice filed or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from notice filing
requirements. This newsletter is limited to the dissemination of general information pertaining to its investment advisory
services. Any subsequent, direct communication by Grey Owl with a prospective client shall be conducted by a representative
that is either registered or qualifies for an exemption or exclusion from registration in the state where the prospective client
resides. For information pertaining to the registration status of Grey Owl, please contact Grey Owl or refer to the Investment
Adviser Public Disclosure web site (www.adviserinfo.sec.gov).
For additional information about Grey Owl, including fees and services, send for our disclosure statement as set forth on Form
ADV using the contact information herein. Please read the disclosure statement carefully before you invest or send money.

